Abstract. We propose a general null model for persistent homology barcodes from a point cloud, to test for example acyclicity in simplicial complexes generated from point clouds. One advantage of the null model we propose is efficiency in generating a null model that applies to a broad set of hypothesis testing procedures. The second key idea in this paper is using the null model to address multiple hypothesis testing via control of family-wise error rates and false discovery rates.
Introduction
Hypothesis testing in the based on topological summaries of data has been an area of Topological Data Analysis (TDA) that has seen growth recently as both applied and mathematical statistics have been developed using TDA. Almost of all the current literature on hypothesis testing in TDA has focused on two sample tests [21] or extensions to analysis of variance (ANOVA) settings [8] where differences across more than two conditions are considered. Neither of these papers take into account multiple testing because the number of hypotheses tested is small, for example one in two sample tests. However, as the number of groups in an ANOVA increase mutiple testing is a concern, in addition there are many applications where TDA can be applied to many subsets of features of coordinates in a two sample test with the goal of finding those subsets which are significantly different between the two groups. When the number of subsets of features are in the hundreds or thousands correction for multiple hypothesis testing is crucial.
In this paper we propose a methodology to address multiple hypothesis testing by addressing both statistical and computational concerns that arise with multiple hypothesis testing (MHT). The main computational issue we address is how to efficiently compute a null distribution that can be used in the multiple hypothesis setting. The key computational idea is that for barcodes one can efficiently compute an empirical null distribution via simulation that is valid modulo normalization across dimension (rank) and this empirical distribution can be used for all of the multiple hypothesis. In contrast, current methodologies rest on either applying permutations or bootstrap sampling to each test individually, which for thousands of tests can be infeasible. The barcode statistics we consider for generating the null distribution include as examples the symmetric barcode polynomial [1] or a symmetric tropical barcode polynomial [17] . The statistical contribution of the paper is how to use the empirical null distribution for controlling family-wise error rates and false discovery rates.
Our interest in MHT originates with seeking statistical methods for testing whether a given point cloud is sufficiently acyclic -whether the point cloud is expected to have essentially no persistent homology. Testing for persistence across hundreds or thousands of point clouds makes MHT quickly relevant. Our approach picks a null model that captures what essentially no persistent homology might look like for a given size and density of a point cloud, and then approaches the question using simulation testing: comparing a barcode statistic of the observed point cloud to barcode statistics calculated on a collection of randomly generated point clouds from the null model.
In this paper we propose and approach two fundamental problems:
Problem 1 (Family-wise error rate corrected acyclicity testing). Given a collection of point clouds, determine if any one of the point clouds has more persistent homology than should be expected from random data. Provide assurances that the proposed method will not produce a single false positive among all the tested point clouds, with probability α.
Problem 2 (False discovery rate corrected acyclicity testing). Given a collection of point clouds, determine if any one of the point clouds has more persistent homology than should be expected from random data.
Provide assurances that false positives occur with a rate of at most α.
TDA Background Theory
In this paper, we concern ourselves with the statistical behavior of persistent homology.
An abstract simplicial complex is a collection Σ of subsets, called simplices, of a set V of vertices such that all subsets τ ⊂ σ ∈ Σ of a simplex are also simplices in Σ. A simplex with d + 1 vertices is said to be d-dimensional. To a simplicial complex is associated the chain complex : a graded vector space C * Σ with basis elements corresponding to the simplices in Σ. The grading is provided by the dimension of the corresponding simplex. The chain complex is equipped with a linear boundary map:
The homology H * Σ is defined as ker ∂/ img ∂. For a comprehensive introduction to homology we refer to Hatcher [14] . A simplicial complex is filtered if it decomposes into a sequence of inclusions Σ s → Σ t for s < t. Persistent homology provides a way of gluing together the individual homology vector spaces H * Σ t into a globally consistent structure P H * Σ * . In this structure, the bases for each H * Σ t are chosen to be compatible: each basis element emerges at some t b and is preserved through all parameter values up to some t d . The persistent homology is often represented as a persistence diagram, a multiset in the plane with each basis element represented as its pair of birth and death times:
The class of persistence diagrams admits several interesting metrics. The most commonly used in Topological Data Analysis is the Bottleneck distance. Each diagram is a multiset of points in the extended plane where in addition to the finitely many off-diagonal points, each diagram includes copies of all points on the diagonal. The diagonal is needed so that bijections can be defined between diagrams that have different number of off-diagonal points. For a pair X, Y of persistence diagrams the bottleneck distance is defined as The bottleneck distance is defined as
where φ is the set of all possible bijections between X and Y . We define the bottleneck norm of a persistence diagram X as the bottleneck distance to the empty diagram, X B = d B (X, {}). The bottleneck norm is generated by the point in X with the longest distance to the diagonal: a short calculation reveals
2.1. Hypothesis testing with persistent homology. The idea that topological summaries such as persistence diagrams form a probability space for which formal statistical analysis is well defined was developed in [18] . Further developments on defining useful summary statistics within persistent homology and considering means, medians, and variances of persistence diagrams was pursued in several papers [19, 22, 24] . The main challenge in considering persistence diagrams as a probability space was pointed out in [22, 23] -the space of persistence diagrams is positively curved which results in non-unique geodesics. As a result the mean of a set of diagrams need not be unique which complicates data analysis. To avoid this issue persistence landscapes were introduced in [7] , persistence landscapes are functions so they can be considered as random functions in a Banach space, a construction that admits central limit theorems, unique means and medians. Further examinination of bootstrap properties of persistence based summaries as well as a notion of confidence intervals for points in a diagram was developed in [11, 13] . An alternative approach was considered in a series of papers where instead of considering a persistence diagram as a summary a probability density was used as a topological summary , an approach called distance to measure [9, 10, 11] In the context of hypothesis testing [4] proposed using goodness of fit statisticsKomogorov-Smirnov, χ 2 or Mann-Whitney -to test compare empirical distributions from two samples of persistence diagrams. The ideas most closely related to the procedures we develop in this paper was to define hypothesis testing procedures directly on persistence diagrams using permutation testing and barcode distances [8, 21] . In this paper we will extend two sample single hypothesis testing and ANOVA procedures to the multiple hypothesis test setting.
Uniform distribution as a null model
The multiple testing procedures we propose in this paper will work for any valid null model that admits either an empirical or analytic null distribution. The particular null model we consider in this paper is motivated by our problem of testing whether the cycles seen in a data set arise from structure in the data or are random artifacts of sampling. Our choice of a null model is predicated on satisfying the objectives that the null distribution should be efficient to compute and reflective of random data. The particular null model we consider is that random samples are drawn uniformly and independently in a box with a fixed number n of observations.
The decision for selecting a uniform distribution for the null model is theoretical analysis that has shown persistence intervals for simplicial complexes with a uniform distribution as the sampling model will be short [5] . In contrast it was seen in [2] that using the multivariate normal distribution as the sampling model for the data results in quite large persistence intervals, typically arising from the tails of the distribution.
The specific model we consider is given a fixed dimension N and a bounding box defined by an interval [a i , b i ] for each coordinate i = 1, .., N we drawn n points from a Poisson distribution with rate parameter λ specified as
Here n is the number of observations in the point clouds that will be compared to the null model. The parameters {a i , b i } are estimated from the data {x 1 , ..., x n } via the following uniformly minimum variance unbiased estimator
where min i is the minimum value for the i-th coordinate and max i is the maximum value. In summary our null model is a standard spatial model of a conditional Poisson spatial process over the interval [
. One can consider a convex hull of the data rather than a uniform box, however estimation of the convex hull is not as efficient and an unbiased estimator is much more complex.
Family Wise Error Rate and False Discovery Rate
One may be faced with a need to perform statistical tests several times to deal with any one research question for example given two classes and thousands of sets of features one may want to know which subset of features differ between the classes. In this problem of simultaneous testing individual significance levels compound so that the probability of a false discovery across all the tests ends up potentially far higher than the level chosen for each test. A typical example of when this type of repeated testing comes up is in the second step of an ANOVA type analysis, such as the one in [8] : after identifying that not all groups are equal, pairwise comparisons are used to determine which groups do differ.
In the classical Neyman-Pearson paradigm for hypothesis testing data is used to distinguish between two possible collections of probability distributions, called the null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis. A statistical test calculates some statistic from the data, and based on that statistic either rejects the null or fails to reject the null.
In multiple hypothesis testing -arising from ANOVA type analyses such as in [8] , or two sample comparisons on multiple features-a large collection of pairs of hypotheses are tested, some rejected and some failing to reject. The fundamental problem is whether the observed rejections are in fact demonstrating a global phenomenon of note, or an artifact of taking random samples.
We will introduce the following notation to be able to discuss the different rates and quantities involved. We are performing m different hypothesis tests from which m 0 follow the null as the true distribution and m 1 have the alternative as true. We reject R and accept W of the tests.
Accept null Reject null Total Null true
The quantities U and S measure the frequency for which we accept or reject the null correctly. The error quantity V measures false discoveries (false positives, type I errors) and T measures missed discoveries (false negatives, type II errors).
Rejcting a hypothesis is typically parametrized by its level α = P(V > 0). There are two main extensions in terms of setting threshold levels for multiple testing corrections: (a) The family-wise error rate is defined to be FWER = P(V > 0), the probability of making even a single false discovery.
(b) The false discovery rate is defined as the expected ratio of false discoveries among all discoveries: FDR = E[V /R], with the convention that if there are no rejection at all, the ratio is set to 0.
Controlling for false discovery rates admits that false discoveries will be made as a matter of course, and aims to keep the rate of false discoveries to the significance level chosen, rather than keeping the probability of avoiding all false discoveries to the significance level.
4.1. Family-wise error rates. Classical FWER control methods adjust the cutoff at which each hypothesis is rejected. The simplest is Bonferroni correction [6] : if the rejection events were disjoint between all tests, then their probabilities would add. Hence, rejecting at a level of α FWER = α/m will achieve the requested probability of having any false discoveries at all.
The Bonferroni correction has the unrealistic assumption of independent rejection events and is known to be overly conservative. There are elaborations on this: Holm's step-down and Hochberg's step-up procedures [15, 16] are commonly usedthese too work with quantities k · α/m as rejection thresholds.
When using either of these in a permutation or simulation setting, the number m of simultaneous tests can drive up the number of permutations or simulations required for an acceptable test level dramatically. If computations are expensivesuch as with persistence diagrams or with bottleneck distances -then this quickly becomes prohibitive.
In a previous preprint [25] we have proposed a method for multiple testing against the uniform null model that controls for Family Wise Error Rates.
Most interesting persistence statistics vary with the overall scale of the point cloud; different point clouds produce statistics that usually are not immediately comparable. If they were, however, we could detect a deviation from the null model behaviour through the existence of a particularly large value for corresponding barcode-based statistics. We can produce a joint test by first making the statistics comparable, and then performing a simulation test where in each simulation step the largest statistic value across simulated representatives for all the point clouds is extracted.
The approach is rooted in the observation that, having computed test statistics t 1 , . . . , t m from each test separately,
We don't need distributional assumptions as long as the null hypothesis sampling distributions are comparable across all test cases. We will go further into how to build a test statistic for which this assumption is reasonable in Section 5.
Based on this we propose the following approach Method 1 (Family-wise error rate controlled test for acyclicity). Given a family of point clouds X 1 , . . . , X K , an invariant γ : {Point clouds} → R, and a null model M of random point clouds, we may reject the null hypothesis of acyclicity in favor of non-acyclicity by: We may then reject the null hypothesis at a level of p = (N − r + 1)/N .
4.2.
False discovery rates. For false discovery rate control, we seek to control q FDR = E[V /R]: the proportion of false discoveries among all the rejected null hypotheses. By convention, if R = 0 then q FDR = 0.
Simulated (or permuted) point clouds or diagrams simulate a null model, and thus allow us to estimate V , so that we can calculate a cutoff that achieves the false discovery rate we want. Just as in Section 4.1, our method only relies on the test statistics to be exchangeable -for their conditional distributions to all be equal.
We can estimate both V and R from data and from simulations: V /N is estimated by the rate of rejections in the null model, while R/N is estimated by the rate of rejections in the data. Their ratio estimates (V /N )/(R/N ) = V /R.
Based on this we propose the following approach Method 2 (False discovery rate controlled test for acyclicity). Given a family of point clouds X 1 , . . . , X K , an invariant γ : {Point clouds} → R, and a null model M of random point clouds, we may reject the null hypothesis of acyclicity in favor of non-acyclicity by: D 1,1 , . . . , D 1,n , D 2,1 , . . . , D 2,m are sampled, and using a loss function built from in-group p-Wasserstein distance
they propose a permutation test: the membership in group 1 or 2 is repeatedly permuted and the loss function computed for each permutation. The rank of the loss in the original division produces a p-value estimate for the test. In a follow-up paper, Cericola et al [8] propose an extension to Robinson and Turner's two sample test to test for an ANOVA style hypothesis of several groups   D 1,1 , . . . , D 1,n1 , . . . , D m,1 , . . . , D h,nm being all equal. This paper suggests that after rejecting this type of null hypothesis, we can use Robinson and Turner style testing pairwise on the diagram groups to locate the discrepancies.
Neither of these two papers mention how to correct for the intrinsic multiple testing. We assume that a total of h two sample tests are being performed. Hence we are given 2h groups of persistence diagrams
. . .
Following the basic philosophy used in Section 4.2, we would calculate:
k , the N permuted losses for a collection of permutations for each test pair (3) For each X (k) in a sorted order of the X k values, the estimates
As a cutoff that guarantees a specified FDR q, pick X c = max{X
Reject all hypotheses with X k ≤ X c . If no such maximum exists, then min kqFDR (X (k) ) is the smallest achievable FDR with the observed data.
Comparing persistence statistics
Many invariants of persistence bars differ with the overall scale of the point cloud, so the invariants are not immediately comparable. From a null model and repeated simulations, however, we can evaluate empirical estimates of meanμ and standard deviationσ for each point cloud shape. With these estimates, a studentized standardization x → x−μ σ produces values that are comparable between different instances.
As mentioned above in Section 4.1, all our constructions rely on the sampling distributions of the test statistics to be equal. To investigate this, we will be showing distributions of the studentized standardizations of both the bottleneck norm D B = (t d − t b )/ √ 2 and the log bottleneck norm log( D B ) = log((t d − t b )/ √ 2) statistics from uniform sampling from differently sized boxes and densities, where D is a diagram with maximum length feature living from t b to t d .
Experiments
To validate our suggested FWER method and evaluate its performance we perform simulation tests on null model data input to verify the level, and with a single noisy circle input together with null model data input for a power analysis of each method.
We use the null model of uniformly distributed points in a plane rectangle, and for computational expediency we restrict our testing to two ambient dimensions.
Our simulations test for all combinations of:
• N ∈ {100, 500} (number of point clouds for each test)
• K ∈ {5, 10, 50} (number of simultaneous tests to control) For each box, we draw uniformly at random
• Box side lengths in {0.1, 1, 10}
• Point counts for a box in {10, 50, 100, 500}
• For the power test: in one of the boxes, points on a circle with added multivariate isotropic Gaussian noise with variance from {0.1, 0.25} fitted in a square box with side lengths 1 × 1. The α-complex construction is topologically equivalent toČech complexes [3] , and for speed in our simulations we choose to use the α-complex persistent homology calculation in the R package TDA [12] . With simulations in place we perform bootstrap evaluations of level and power of our methods.
We will use the invariant γ(X) = √ 2 X B = max t d − t b of maximum bar length as well as log γ(X) and compare the performance of both.
6.1. Exchangeability. The theoretical basis for both our proposed control methods, both for the FWER and the FDR control algorithms, relies on the exchangeability of the test statistics used: the null hypothesis distribution of studentized γ(X) or studentized log γ(X) should be equal for all Xs involved in the comparison.
We provide three overviews to support the claim that studentized maximum bar length and studentized log of maximum bar length are exchangeable in this sense.
First, in Figure 1 , we show empirical distribution functions (ECDFs) for repeated sampling from the null model. For each sample, many point clouds were drawn, and their invariants studentized -all the resulting invariant values were pooled to produce one of the ECDFs in the plot. We can see the distributions staying reasonably tightly grouped.
For a clearer visualization, we turn to pairwise QQ-plots. In Figure 2 , we see a sample of 20 pairs from these distributions: 5 for each combination of homological dimension (0 or 1) and invariant (γ(X) = √ 2 X B = max t d − t b or log(γ(X))). The straightness of these QQ-plots supports our assertion that the invariants are exchangeable.
Finally, we might ask whether this allows us to pool across homological dimension, or if we need to treat dimensions separately. In Figure 3 , we see a single pair of distributions for each combination of homological dimensions.
FWER Experiments.
We validate the FWER control procedures by estimating the probability of false discovery on null model data and we analyze the power of the proposed methods by attempting to detect a single noisy circle in a family of null model data samples.
For the experiments, we precomputed 160000 point cloud invariants. Since we are working with point clouds in the plane, we computed in homological dimensions For each such size and density choice, 1000 point clouds were drawn at random, and the invariants calculated and then studentized as described in Section 5. The ECDFs are of these batches of studentized persistence invariants. From the tight coupling within each graph, we can see that the across different choices of bounding box sizes and point densities, the resulting studentized persistence invariant distributions are largely very similar. For each size and density choice, 1000 point clouds were drawn at random, and the invariants calculated and then studentized as described in Section 5. The QQ-plots are for the resulting studentized invariants. 0 and 1, and for each combination of box shapes and point counts as well as for each noise level and point count combination, we generated 5000 point clouds. All our subsequent results are based on drawing from these precomputed invariants at random, matching box sizes and point counts when producing simulations to match a particular point cloud.
6.3. FWER Validation. We evaluate the empirical level of our proposed methods. From 100 simulations drawing from pre-computed barcode sizes, the null rejection rates for null model data for our methods are summarized in Table 1 . For each of the simulations, a random number, between 2 and 50 of point cloud invariants were drawn from the precomputed data. To each point cloud invariant, another 99 point For each size and density choice, 1000 point clouds were drawn at random, and the invariants calculated and then studentized as described in Section 5. The QQ-plots are for the resulting studentized invariants. This indicates that the studentized invariants stay comparable across homological dimensions.
clouds with matching box sizes and point counts are drawn as a simulation test. These 100 batches of 100 point clouds go through each of our proposed methods, and rejection rates at confidence levels of 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 are calculated. Table 1 . Rejection rates for null model and noisy circle data using the difference and ratio invariants, and using the FWER control method described in Section 4.1.
point clouds go through the same process of generating 99 null model invariants for each, and run the collections through the described methods. The result of 100 simulations each at the two noise levels is shown in Table 1 . Examples of the kind of circles we use for the power calculation can be seen in Figure 4 .
Conclusion
In this paper we have discussed multiple hypothesis testing (MHT) against a null model -given a way to generate typical point clouds, we can test whether a numeric statistic on barcodes is consistent with that model. We are particularly interested in using uniformly distributed points as a null model -both since they are known to generate short bars [5] and because this is a null model commonly used in classical spatial statistics.
The need for using tests that control for multiple hypotheses becomes urgent as the number of tests increases. When using persistence to explore a collection of possible feature selections, or when following up on an ANOVA type analysis, such as in [8] , either Family-Wise Error Rate (FWER) control or False Discovery Rate (FDR) control are essential for an accurate analysis.
We propose and evaluate a method for FWER control when testing against a null model, and we propose a methods for FDR control, both for testing against a null model, and for following up a Cericola style ANOVA test with subsequent pairwise tests following the methods proposed in [21] .
Fundamentally required for our proposed control methods to work is the comparability of standardized values for the barcode statistic in use. We give empirical evidence suggesting that these values -for the bottleneck norm statistic -are indeed comparable both within a homological dimension and between homological dimensions.
